THE BIGGEST SET
ON THE PLANET AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
A M A Z O N A S F I L M C A M P ( AFC)
MANACAPURU, BRAZIL

EMPEZAR

AMAZONAS
film camp
This is the first film set in central
Amazonia to provide logistic cover
and specialised field production for
cinema and TV teams together with
accommodation and access to the
natural scenarios of the region.

AMAZONAS FILM CAMP
DOSSIER

N AT U R A L H I S T O R Y, S C I E N T I F I C D I S C O V E R I E S , C L I M AT I C C H A N G E , I N D I G E N O U S P E O P L E S ,
T R A D I T I O N A L T R A D E S , L O C A L A R T I S T S , A D V E N T U R E , M Y S T E R I E S , S O C I A L C O N F L I C T…
T H E C O N T E N T S A R E A S E X T E N S I V E A S A M A Z O N I A I T S E L F.

BRAZIL
The Amazonas Film Camp (AFC) is located in the geographical
epicentre of continental Amazonia in the middle of its two largest
water basins (River Amazon and Negro Rivers).

AFC

HIGHWAY
RIVER
1 84 km
1 hour drive
2 37 km
Half hour drive
3 88 km
6 hours by boat
2 hours by speedboat

AFC
Map

4 30 km
2 hours by boat
40 minutes by speedboat

Services
- General logistics
- Locations
- Co-productions
- Investigation & castings & attrezzo
- Authorisations and permits
- Customs procedures
- Contracting technicians
- Material hire
- Training teams for scenographic constructions

Amazonas Film Camp
The AFC is located on a surface area of 1,500,000 m2 that is
approximately 1 km wide and 2 kilometres deep.
The versatility of the installations allows the accommodation of
groups of 15 to 40 people.
Energy self-sufficiency, adaptable spaces, and logistics based
on multiple experiences: essential ingredients for obtaining
maximum performance.
An environment rich in nature and society near supply centres and
services to allow efficient and economic production strategies.

ONE OF THE PLACES IN THE WORLD
THAT CHANGES THE MOST ACCORDING TO THE SEASON
At the AFC and all over Amazonia the level of the waters defines the natural rhythms,
the access routes, traditional human activities, and the light.

WINTER
JANUARY TO JUNE

- The waters slowly rise to their highest level in
late June.
- In November, the rains begin; they are
generally more frequent in the first quarter of
the year.
- The transition between the water and the
jungle disappears little by little and they unite
where the water enters the jungle to create
dream-like scenarios.
- New corridors open to penetrate the forest and
with the silence of the canoes, you can navigate
through the tree tops on waters full of life.
- The islets disappear as do some islands and
others become smaller.
Everything is reflected in the waters to create an
endless mirror.
- The clouds filter the light and the heat lessens.
The jungle on dry land continues imperturbable;
now it is the time for winter fruits.

“We must go back
20 million years to
understand that the
birth of the Andes is the
origin of the region with
the greatest diversity of
flora and fauna on earth”
(SCIC)

SUMMER
JULY TO DECEMBER

- The level of the waters slowly recedes from
10 to 20 metres according to the slope of the
ground.
- Infrequent sporadic rainfall.
- The changes are spectacular; the coast
shows its outlines, wild beaches appear, and
the navigation channel becomes narrow and
winding.
- Clouds are few and there is a lot of sun, the
temperature rises both in the air and on the
water, and fish seek the depths and concentrate
in the same places as their predators. On dry
land, it is the time for summer fruits and means
abundance for the local inhabitants.
- Islands and islets emerge together with
perches for fishing birds and habitats of species
that are masters of the art of camouflage.
- It is also the time for age-old discoveries. The
whole region sees the emergence of pieces of
pottery made by the indigenous peoples who
lived there centuries before the arrival of the
Europeans.

Amazonas Film Camp:
A fabulous environment

Situated on a high coast that visually dominates the Paroá Bay and its islands, this is a huge
and varied scenario where it is possible to turn 360º without seeing anything out of place.
Its privileged location allows easy access to wild places and to the productive rhythm of the
local population with all the ingredients of both options.
The two species of river dolphins appear regularly in the area, together with smooth and
scaly fish, caimans, anacondas, and turtles; porcupines, sloths, chameleons and bats live on
the many uninhabited islands that are scattered over the Paroá Bay.
Fishing birds, raptors, macaws, toucans, orioles, vultures; the skies are always full of
movement.
In the nearby natural fish farms (of Arapaima, Colossoma, etc.) jaguars tend to prowl,
stealing large scaly fish that they eat there and then to leave the remains of the feast. The
jungle region on dry land is rich in felines, primates, rodents, snakes, ant-eaters, and tapirs.
Songbirds, butterflies, beetles, mimetic insects…

The society of the jungle,
our neighbours

The local inhabitants, generally immigrants from other more or less distant lands who have
arrived at times of spices or rubber or gold, live from subsistence agriculture, hunting and
fishing, gathering fruit and medicinal plants, and sporadic services provided to third parties
according to their capabilities.
From childhood the Amazon native is capable of feeling and acting in a different way to
that we know from our modern societies. In these tropical jungles a high level of attention,
perception, and intuition is developed.
These characteristics, which are the result of adaptation to the most diversified ecosystem
on earth together with the multiple skills they tend to develop, make them into quite
exceptional human beings.
In the case of indigenous societies, as numerous as the characteristics that differentiate
them, contact depends on various factors and also requires specific and more complex
treatment.

Other possible
scenarios:
A few hours away from the AFC in several directions practically all possible Amazon
scenarios can be found. These include:
- Manacapuru (at 50´), a town of 100,000 inhabitants on the banks of the River Amazon,
with an extensive traditional floating port that is colourful and bursting with life.
- The Piranha Reserve - 100,000 hectares of well preserved lakes (at 90´ from the AFC),
where the largest population of black caiman (Melanosuchus niger, the biggest species)
in central Amazonia lives and reproduces; grandiose scenarios, birds of paradise, floating
schools, fishing birds, and piranhas, lots of piranhas.
- Archaeological sites 2 or 3 hours from the AFC, most of which are abandoned and which
are among the richest in Brazilian Amazonia. They are the proof of occupation that began
thousands of years ago. The Manaos Amazon Museum contains identified exhibits with
confirmed dating.
- The wide and uninhabited beaches of the Rio Negro, some of which are tongues of white
sand that penetrate for kilometres the largest black water river on earth.

NEGRO RIVERS BEACHES

- Buildings abandoned by man and eaten up by the jungle less than 2 hours from the
AFC. The most emblematic building is the old trade school for poor young people, later
a leper colony, which is today strangled by thick lianas that make it the little Angkor
Wat of the Amazon.
- Petroglyphs on the Rio Negro just over 3 hours away (by car + launch) can be seen
at times of low water; these wonderful coastal rock landscapes have bas-reliefs from
remote times. The endless view of the islands with their beaches is one of the most
beautiful in the world. Black water, white sand, green forests, pink dolphins, and blue
skies.
- “Open” indigenous villages can be found 2 or 3 hours away from the AFC and
are inhabited by natives displaced years ago, generally from the Upper Rio Negro
(Tukano, Baniwa, Dessana, Piratapuia…). To a large extent they retain their languages,
traditional architecture, music, instruments, rituals, and means of survival.
- Original indigenous villages at different distances belonging to various indigenous
peoples. Prior negotiation with the authorities is required in order to decide on the
type of work and the necessary agreement in this case.

- Waterfalls and caverns. 3 hours away from the AFC there is a region with over 100
waterfalls along the BR 174 main road from Manaos to Boa Vista, most of which are
deep in the jungle. Spectacular caves and caverns can be found in the area and 60 km
further away the Balbina hydroelectric power station, which had a high environmental
impact and was a failure as to its productive objectives. The region is unique and
spectacular and the jungles around the waterfalls are rich in minerals, flora, and
fauna.
- 130 km from the AFC the waters of the River Amazon and the Rio Negro meet;

WATERFALLS

RIVER AMAZON AND RIO NEGRO

they form a huge bay of two colours where dolphins feed on the fish that become
disorientated owing to changes in the water (colour, speed, temperature, or density).
On one side Manaos is visible, the largest town for hundreds of kilometres, and on
the other January, a lowland area rich in large trees, water lilies, birds, primates, and
reptiles. The inhabitants live in floating houses.
- The largest cascade of the Amazon jungle, Aracá, is located in a central set in the
Rio Negro basin and requires an expedition of at least 15 days; you can experience
waterfalls of 400 metres, spectacular open landscapes, and a unique endemic flora.
- Rituals. Central Amazonia is rich in social diversity and surprises us with its various
forms of spiritual growth.

RITUALS

ARACÁ

We take care of everything

Procedures
The AFC is associated with local producers, civil
associations, and a law office specialising in audiovisual
and environmental law.
We arrange permits, authorisations, co-productions,
and the entering the country of financial resources,
technicians, actors, equipment, and attrezzo.
We provide security, locations, castings, transport,
accommodation, meals, the contracting of specific
collaborators, searches, and investigation.
We establish field production teams with bilingual
managers to carry out the orders of those in charge of
each sector.

Contacts
After over 20 years operating in Amazonia we can offer the
possibility of sharing our knowledge of a dynamic society that is
as diversified as the nature that surrounds it. Shamans, scientists,
researchers, historians, navigators, healers, environmentalists,
artists, taxonomists, fishermen, tree climbers, mechanics, carpenters,
doctors, lawyers…

Estimates
We can draw up an approximate estimate and show you that the
biggest set on the planet is at your fingertips. The excellent value for
money we offer will surprise you.
amazonasfilmcamp@cipocompany.com

+34 91.842.97.80 / +34 616304606

cipocompany.com
Travelling with Sydney Possuelo on the land of isolated Indians

CIPÓ
CIPÓ Company is dedicated to creative social
communication. Designs and produces audiovisuals,
exhibitions, campaigns and training courses.
In 2012 Cipó Company buys a peninsula on the banks of
the Manacapurú River (Amazonas, Brazil) and creates the
“Amazonas Film Camp”, with the objective of promoting the
use of the socio-environmental scenarios of the region in
international film and TV productions.
COMUNICACIÓN CREATIVA

ESPAÑA & BRASIL

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES IN BRAZILIAN AMAZONIA

See video
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In 2015/16 the
Amazonas Film Camp
was the scenario of the
“American” sequences
of the 8 chapters of the
ADVENTUM (Global Set)
series, to be launched in
2017 by MOVISTAR+
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In 2013/14 the 4 Amazon
chapters of “FRANK
DE LA JUNGLA” for
DISCOVERY, ÑAM,
ÑAM (adventure and
cooking), and CIELO
CON DIAMANTES (rock
and shamanism) for
PROINTEL were shot
here.

See video
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In 2012 we built
the AMAZON FILM
CAMP, an ideal space
for lodging TV and
cinema professionals
and offering them the
logistics and support
they need for their
productions. It is also
the perfect place for
formative events and
contemplative retreats.

2012
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2006
2009

In 2006/09 we
bought 150 semipeninsular hectares
in the forests of the
River Manacapuru in
Central Amazonia in
Brazil and carried out
studies on the flora
and fauna together
with technicians from
the Amazon Research
Institute (Instituto de
Investigaciones de la
Amazonia, INPA) to
find out the region’s
potential.

See video

2008
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In 2008 we shot the
documentary “The
decisive struggle” on
the conflict between
indigenous peoples
and agro-business
in the Raposa Serra
do Sol Reserve in
Roraima, Amazonia.
It won prizes at the
anthropological festival
of Amazonas and
Alagoas (Brazil) and
the “Cine Voluntario”
festival of Granada
(Spain).

See video
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In 2005/09 we built and
organised the PLANETA
AMAZONIA travelling
exhibition of authentic
items collected in the
Amazon forests in
collaboration with local
scientific institutions
for the Caja Madrid
Foundation (Spain) 350 m2 successfully
installed in 22 Spanish
cities.

2005
2009

See video
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2004

In 2004 we designed
the field and logistic
production of two
documentaries on
isolated Indians:
- KORUBO, KILLING AS
THEY DIE in the heart
of the Javarí Valley,
Brazilian Amazonia
(New Atlantis)
- AKUNTSU, THE END
OF THE WORLD on the
River Omere, Rondonia,
Brazilian Amazonia
(Avatar, New Atlantis).

See video
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In 2003 we collected
Amazon natural history
items to create the
exhibition AMAZONIA,
THE KINGDOM OF
DIVERSITY for the
“Príncipe Felipe Science
Museum”(Valencia,
Spain), 650 m2 which
until 2008 received
over 7 million visitors.

2003

See video
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In 1999 and 2000 we
made up the field
production team of
the Spanish series
AMAZONIA, LAST
CALL, 13 chapters
directed by Luis Miguel
Domínguez (N.A.,
Canal+, TVE).

1999
2000

See video
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In the 1990s we
collaborated on the
locations and logistics
of documentaries:
Journey into Amazonia
(PBS), one of the bibles
of traditional firstrate natural history,
and “Creatures of the
magic waters” (Survival
Anglia), a masterpiece
by the late Nick Gordon,
the legendary British
explorer and director of
documentaries.
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In 1989 we took part
in the foundation of
the Xixuaú-Xipariná
reserve, a sanctuary
of almost 200,000
hectares 500 km from
Manaos.

THANK YOU
AMAZONAS FILM CAMP
MANACAPURU, BRAZIL

